formulate in terms of Green's functions and second-order random fields, is applicable to pulse-echo imaging in general, filter which, when applied to the transmit signal, results in Index Terms-Clutter rejection, waveform precondition-a received signal that is shaped in a desired manner. In our ing, distributed aperture, sparse aperture, waveform design, case, the goal is to emphasize scattering from the targets and imaging suppress scattering from clutter.
filter which, when applied to the transmit signal, results in Index Terms-Clutter rejection, waveform precondition-a received signal that is shaped in a desired manner. In our ing, distributed aperture, sparse aperture, waveform design, case, the goal is to emphasize scattering from the targets and imaging suppress scattering from clutter. 
zero. For simplicity we will assume that both the target and clutter processes have zero mean and known auto-correlation This operator may be applied to any transmit vector to functions yield a new transmit vector. Loosely speaking, emphasizes the parts of residing the subspaces in which the signal-to-
clutter ratio is relatively high. Finally, we will assume that the fields and are statistically We performed a set of numerical simulations for the case independent. of two transmitting elements and ten receiving elements Thus Eq. (2) directly relates the statistics of the elec-positioned on an arc around the target. tromagnetic scattering received by a radar antenna to the From the two transmitters we transmitted short chirp statistics of the scattering reflectivity function. We assume signals: transmitter 1 emitted a linear up-chirp, while that Eq. (2) is defined in the mean-square sense.
transmitter 2 simultaneously emanated a linear down-chirp.
All dimensions of the experiment were normalized according 3. THE PRECONDITIONING OPERATOR to the wavelength corresponding to the center frequency. We denote this wavelength by A. In particular, the target was The preconditioning idea is to suppress by modifying the taken to be a square of side A, and the transmitters and transmit waveforms such that they produce mostly scattering receivers were positioned on an arc of radius A around the from In this work we choose to reJect clutter in the center of the target. The signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) in our simulations was 2 set to -3.5 dB, when defined according to 2.5 -251 0 f) Fig. 4 (5) which we used to determine the preconditioning operator will make sense also without the DWBA. Thus this approach could be used to address similar issues with the full Maxwell equations as the propagation model, but in that case, the solution would not have the simple explicit form (??)
Multipath may be easily modeled by including multipath scattering in the background Green's function. When we perform clutter rejection we identify a transmit-vector subspace where the signal-to-clutter (SCR) ratio is high. Hence, for a fixed total transmit power, the SCR may be improved in the final image. Alternatively, for a given signalto-noise ratio in the final image the total transmit power can be reduced.
Clutter filtering is an integral part of space-time adaptive processing (STAP). In STAP the statistics of the clutter is used to perform filtering of the measurement in order to reduce the clutter content [4] . Filtering of the measurement implies that parts of the scattered power will not contribute to the final result. In this sense it is wasted scattering power. We obtain a similar result by filtering the transmit signal, thereby avoiding transmitting power which will be predominantly used to produce scattering from clutter. In this sense, the preconditioned transmit vector will yield more efficient use of the transmitters. Furthermore, by avoiding clutter filtering of the measurements, we reduce the computational resources needed at each receiver element. Our scheme is therefore suited for applications where inexpensive receiver elements with limited computing power are employed, such
